ACRONYM IX  Round 5 Bonuses
1. A highprofile hack of this website revealed that less than one percent of its female “users”
were actual people. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this website, in which men and women could meet to commit extramarital affairs.
ANSWER: 
AshleyMadison
.com
[10] Among the names revealed via the Ashley Madison leak was this eldest of 19 children, who
had already made headlines in 2015 due to revelations that he molested his sisters.
ANSWER: 
Josh Duggar
[prompt on 'Duggar']
[10] Sam Rader, who surprised his wife by performing this action in a 2015 viral video, was also
revealed to have an account on the site.
ANSWER: he 
told her she was pregnant
[or equivalents]
2. February 26, 2015 was, for several reasons, a landmark day for the internet. For 10 points
each:
[10] On that day, the FCC approved rules that restrict corporate or government control of the
internet, a stance commonly known by this term.
ANSWER: 
net neutrality
[10] The same day, the internet was enthralled by live coverage of Arizona police officers futilely
attempting to capture two of these animals, who escaped from a handler.
ANSWER: 
llama
s
[10] Later that evening, a photo of one of these objects drove the internet crazy. Arguments
arose over whether this object was white and gold or blue and black.
ANSWER: a 
dress
3. This group's 2015 album 
Blurryface
was preceded by the single "Fairly Local." For 10 points
each:
[10] Name this band comprised of Tyler Joseph and Josh Dun.
ANSWER: 
Twenty One Pilots
[10] Twenty One Pilots are signed to this record label, a subsidiary of Warner Bros. Its name
suggests its artists are sustained with a very inexpensive diet.
ANSWER: 
Fueled By Ramen
[10] The album 
Blurryface
gets its name from this hit song, in which Joseph declares “My
name’s Blurryface and I care what you think.”
ANSWER: 
Stressed Out
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4. For 10 points each, name these things related to iconic quotes from classic films:
[10] When The Terminator is refused entry into a police station, he utters this phrase shortly
before driving a car straight through the front door.
ANSWER: 
I'll be back
[10] While assuring Johnny Fontane will get a coveted film role, T
he Godfather
's Don Corleone
says "I'm gonna make him" one of these things. Give the exact words that complete his
sentence.
ANSWER: an 
offer he can't refuse
[prompt on partial answers; do not accept any variations]
[10] In the 1948 film 
The Treasure of the Sierra Madre
, the bandit leader Gold Hat emphatically
states that his group neither has nor needs any of these items.
ANSWER: 
badge
s [accept 
stinking badges
or similar]
5. Insurance commercials have a lot of things in common; perhaps surprisingly, one of those
things is people and animals doing yoga. For 10 points each:
[10] This character falls asleep during a yoga class before being awakened by two women
talking about how great their insurance is. Until 2011, this character was voiced by Gilbert
Gottfried.
ANSWER: the 
Aflac duck
[prompt on partial answers]
[10] Maxwell, one of these animals, receives multiple text messages, including one from his
mother, during a yoga session in a 2014 Geico ad.
ANSWER: 
pig
[10] A 2015 Super Bowl ad for Nationwide depicted this TV actress doing nude yoga and other
strange things because she believed she was invisible.
ANSWER: Mindy 
Kaling
[KAYling]
6. August 11, 2015 was an anomalous day in Major League Baseball, albeit for a basically
irrelevant reason. For 10 points each:
[10] On that day, the winner of all 15 of the day’s games had this in common; per the Elias
Sports Bureau, this hadn't occurred since 1914.
ANSWER: the 
home team
won every game [or e
very road team lost
or other clear
equivalents]
[10] Among the teams to win at home that night was this westcoast team, who won thanks to
two home runs by Brandon Belt and a complete game from Madison Bumgarner.
ANSWER: 
San Francisco
Giants

[accept either]
[10] Three home teams required extra innings to get their wins, including this team who won on
a Michael Brantley single in the 16th inning. The winning pitcher was Austin Adams.
ANSWER: 
Cleveland
Indians

[accept either]
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7. For 10 points each, name these types of makeup:
[10] A wand is used to apply this product that can enhance eyelashes in various fashions.
Contrary to an urban legend, this product contains guanine, not guano.
ANSWER: 
mascara
[10] A usually talcumbased powder comprises this product that accentuates the cheeks. This
product is known by a few names, including one that implies its common, reddish color.
ANSWER: 
rouge
[or 
blush
or 
blusher
]
[10] Max Factor's PanCake is an early example of the powder variety of this makeup, which is
used to even out a user's complexion or skin tone.
ANSWER: 
foundation
8. This series takes place in the fictional town of Beacon Hills. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this MTV series about Scott McCall, a student who can turn into a frightening
monster.
ANSWER: 
Teen Wolf
[10] 
Teen Wolf
costars Holland Roden as Lydia, a friend of Scott's who is revealed to be one of
these creatures who can produce a piercing scream and hear voices in their heads.
ANSWER: 
banshee
[10] The first three seasons of 
Teen Wolf
also featured this character, who was Scott's love
interest until her death at the hands of an Oni.
ANSWER: 
Allison
Argent

[accept either]
9. Emma Watkins became the first female member of this group in 2012 after three of its
founding members retired. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this Australian band, whose popular songs include "Fruit Salad."
ANSWER: The 
Wiggles
[10] "Wiggle," a song featuring Snoop Dogg, was a hit single for this singer, whose other hits
include "Talk Dirty" and "In My Head."
ANSWER: Jason 
Derulo
[10] "Wiggle, wiggle, wiggle, wiggle, wiggle, wiggle, yeah" is among the insightful lyrics in this
song by LMFAO.
ANSWER: 
Sexy and I Know It
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10. This film ends by inviting viewers to vote on whether or not a falling piece of a space station
will kill April. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this film, in which April also gives birth after being eaten alive.
ANSWER: 
Sharknado 3
: Oh Hell No!
[10] 
Sharknado 3: Oh Hell No!,like the other films in the series, first aired on this TV network
behind the series 
Defiance.
ANSWER: 
Syfy
[pronounced like "sci fi", ugh]
[10] In the cameoladen film, the President of the United States is played by this outspoken
billionaire and sports team owner.
ANSWER: Mark 
Cuban
11. For 10 points each, name these historical strategy video games:
[10] Sid Meier created this popular series, whose fifth entry was released in 2010. That game's
engine was used to create the spinoff 
Beyond Earth
.
ANSWER: 
Civilization
[accept 
Civilization V
; prompt on 'Civ']
[10] This sequel created by Ensemble Studios, in which players can play as the Celts,
Japanese, and Byzantines, is considered a hallmark in the genre. It is subtitled “The Age of
Kings.”
ANSWER: 
Age of Empires II
: The Age of Kings [prompt on ‘Age of Empires’]
[10] This castle simulation game by Firefly Studios has gotten several subpar sequels, though
its spinoff 'Crusader' series has fared better.
ANSWER: 
Stronghold
[accept 
Stronghold: Crusader
]
12. His name was inspired by that of his father, Pioneer of the Nile, though the misspelling of his
name was accidental. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this horse, who completed a Triple Crown in 2015 after winning the Belmont Stakes
by 5 ½ lengths.
ANSWER: 
American Pharoah
[10] American Pharoah became the first horse to win the Triple Crown since this horse did it in
1978.
ANSWER: 
Affirmed
[10] American Pharoah was ridden by this celebrated jockey, who also won the Kentucky Derby
and Preakness aboard California Chrome in 2014.
ANSWER: Victor 
Espinoza
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13. This character's tendency to wear untucked shirts led to her sister nicknaming her "Little
Duck.". For 10 points each:
[10] Name this literary character, whose love of animals extends to her ugly cat Buttercup.
ANSWER: 
Prim
rose Everdeen [prompt on 'Everdeen']
[10] Primrose Everdeen is killed while working as a medic in this final book of Suzanne Collins's
Hunger Games
trilogy.
ANSWER: 
Mockingjay
[10] After Prim's death, her mother moves from District 12 to this other district, which is primarily
centered on fishing.
ANSWER: District 
4
14. For 10 points each, answer the following about iconic musicians who died in 2015:
[10] This legendary blues guitarist died at 89 in May. He named each of his guitars Lucille and
recorded the songs "3 O'Clock Blues" and "The Thrill is Gone."
ANSWER: B.B. 
King
[or Riley B. K
ing
]
[10] Phil Taylor and Lemmy Kilmister of the metal group Motorhead died in consecutive months.
That band was best known for this hit, named for a certain playing card.
ANSWER: 
Ace of Spades
[10] In December, this singer of Stone Temple Pilots and Velvet Revolver died on his tour bus
before a performance.
ANSWER: Scott 
Weiland
["WHY"lend]
15. This game takes place entirely in a looping hallway and one of its only characters is a hostile
ghost named Lisa. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this short but terrifying video game, known by just two letters. It was removed from
the PlayStation 4 store in 2015.
ANSWER: 
P.T.
[10] P.T. was conceived as a teaser for a new game in this survival horror series, whose
installments like 
Downpour
and S
hattered Memories
take place in the title town.
ANSWER: 
Silent Hill
[10] A common enemy in the 
Silent Hill
series is a menacing executioner who wears a distorted
one of these shapes on his head.
ANSWER: 
pyramid
[accept 
Pyramid Head
]
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16. For 10 points each, answer the following about the various incredibly stupid things Kylie
Jenner did in 2015:
[10] Kylie went out of her way to declare that an image suggesting she supported this
AfricanAmerican activist group was fake.
ANSWER: 
Black Lives Matter
[10] It was revealed that while she keeps a photo of her rapper boyfriend Tyga in her living
room, it is inexplicably this type of photo, which was taken by the Las Vegas police.
ANSWER: 
mugshot
[10] She also tweeted an image suggesting she believes a conspiracy theory that the streaks of
condensation left in the wake of airplanes are actually poisons commonly known by this term.
ANSWER: 
chemtrail
s [do not accept ‘contrails’]
17. For 10 points each, name these alltime great wide receivers:
[10] This former 49er holds an exorbitant amount of the NFL's receiving records, including for
the most catches, yards and touchdowns.
ANSWER: Jerry 
Rice
[10] This player with the third most alltime receiving yards also briefly played for the 49ers,
though he is better known for his incredible 2007 season with the Patriots and his time in
Minnesota.
ANSWER: Randy 
Moss
[10] This receiver, who was a major part of the dominant St. Louis Rams offense in the early
2000's, has the fourthmost yards alltime. He also finished his career as a 49er.
ANSWER: Isaac 
Bruce
18. For 10 points each, name these actors with the surname Hoffman:
[10] This star of 
Capote
had not completed all of his scenes playing Plutarch Heavensbee at the
time of his death in 2014.
ANSWER: 
Philip
Seymour Hoffman
[10] This celebrated actor starred in T
he Graduate
and won an Oscar for 
Rain Man.
ANSWER: 
Dustin
Hoffman
[10] As a child star, this Emmynominated actress appeared in N
ow & Then
and 
Sleepless in
Seattle
. More recently, she has had roles in the TV series G
irls
and 
Transparent.
ANSWER: 
Gaby
Hoffmann [accept G
abriella
Hoffmann]
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19. NBC appears to be going allin on drama franchises set in the same city. For 10 points
each:
[10] Three current series are all set in this midwestern city and take place in a shared continuity.
ANSWER: 
Chicago
[10] All or nothing, name all three professions depicted in those shows, or the names of all three
shows, or a combination thereof.
ANSWER: 
fire
department [or 
Chicago Fire
] AND 
police
officers [or synonyms or C
hicago PD
]
AND 
medical
[or 
doctors
or E
R
workers or C
hicago Med
; be reasonable, but ensure each part
is represented]
[10] A fourth series, which will focus on Chicago lawyers, is already in the works. This may be
unsurprising, as the franchise was created by this creator of the L
aw & Order
series.
ANSWER: Dick 
Wolf
20. Cartoon animals often come in pairs, and many of those pairs have a member that regularly
tries to murder the other. For 10 points each:
[10] This pair, one of whom makes ample use of various devices by the Acme Corporation,
appeared in over 40 cartoons in the L
ooney Tunes
and M
erry Melodies
series.
ANSWER: 
Wile E. Coyote
and the R
oad Runner
[accept answers in either order]
[10] This grey cat and brown mouse created by Hanna Barbera follow a similar arrangement.
Characters seen with this duo include the unfortunate stereotype Mammy Two Shoes.
ANSWER: 
Tom
and 
Jerry
[accept answers in either order]
[10] This catandcanary duo, the former of which often tries to eat the latter, also starred in
Looney Tunes
cartoons, as well as a namesake M
ysteries
TV series.
ANSWER: 
Sylvester
and 
Tweety
[accept answers in either order]

